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Executive summary
Ik County is inhabited by a vulnerable indigenous
population of farmers, who are entirely dependent on
the land and natural resources in their territory. A
study on Land and Trust conducted by Lotte Meinert
in collaboration with John Lomeri Mark identified
three current problematic land and territory issues:
1. In-migration
and
transgression
by
pastoralists and their herds. This includes
Dodoth and Turkana herders from Kenya
creating tensions and mistrust between
neighbours, conflicts between herders and
farmers, deforestation and violence.
2. Conflicting interests prevail around Timu
Forest Reserve and Kidepo National park.
These tensions are between National Forest
Authority, Uganda Wildlife Authority, Map of Ik territory, including Timu Forest Reserve,
animals and local communities.
bordering Turkana in Kenya, Dodoth in Uganda and Kidepo
Valley National Park

3. Investment in land by foreigners with
unknown
development
plans.
Such Map prepared by Nick Leffler based on World Database on
investments create uncertainty in the Protected Areas 2015
population and land purchases do not seem
transparent and regulated.
The study makes the following recommendations:
1. Cross-border regional political attention is needed in order to ease the ongoing tensions between
neighbouring peoples and prevent that ethnic disputes erupt into severe conflicts.
2. National forest and park authorities can collaborate more closely with local communities and
employ local community members who have vast knowledge about their environments.

The Project ‘Governing Transion in Northern Uganda: Trust and Land’ (‘TrustLand’) is housed at the Instute of Peace and Strategic Studies (IPSS), Gulu
University. TrustLand is a four-year research project conducted in cooperaon with the Department of Culture and Society of Aarhus University and the
Department of Anthropology of the University of Copenhagen, Denmark, with ﬁnancial support from the Danish Research Council for Development Research.

3. Land sales are likely to increase and initiatives are needed to teach communities about their rights,
opportunities and procedures for land sales. Communities should be presented with a development
plan to understand what they are selling land for, and how this will impact on the community and
environment.

Introduction
The study was carried out by Lotte Meinert out during 8 periods of 1-4 weeks of fieldwork (total of 3
months) stretching from 2012-2017. The study involved more sub-studies. John Lomeri Mark from the Ik
Development Agenda and local assistants were involved in the studies.
The objectives of the study were:
1. Document land use practices among the Ik and their neighbours as well as their relations of trust
and mistrust towards each other with regard to territorial issues.
2. Understand the role of Timu National Forest Reserve and Kidepo National Park from the
perspectives of the various stakeholders.
3. Explore land tenure practices and other forms of land transactions.

Background
The Ik community, which counts around 6.000
people in the Northeastern corner of Uganda, is
facing major challenges. The Ik are semi-nomadic
subsistence agriculturalists and hunter-gatherers,
living in the mountains between cattle herder
groups: The Turkana on the Kenyan side, and the
Dodoths on the Ugandan side. The Ik have
ambivalent relations to both groups as they
sometimes plunder Ik villages, while at other
times the groups trade and develop ties of
friendship and trust. The Dodoths have been
disarmed, and some are turning to agriculture
and thus settling on the fertile mountain
slopes, which the Ik people use for farming,
hunting and honey collection. The Turkana
have not been disarmed and pose seasonal
security threats to the Ik and Dodoths when
droughts in Kenya push them to move into
Uganda with their animals for grazing and
water sources. UPDF detaches have been
placed in the area to ensure peace in this
delicate situation. The Ik have always been
the weaker part in the conflicts with the
neighbouring herders, having less resources and
no ideology of warfare. Although the presence of
the UPDF protects the Ik against raiding, it also
threatens the fragile, but mutual trading
relationship the Ik have with their neighbours.
Turkana traders have been arrested and killed by
the UPDF, disrupting the continuation of long
trust-based trading partnership between the Ik and
their neighbours.

The mountain landscape and soil fertility depends
on a fine balance of slash and burn agriculture and
leaving large areas fallow for hunting and gathering.
Villages are shifted to new places with varying
intervals
depending on
security,
internal
disagreements and sanitary concerns.
The in-migration by Dodoth herders has scarred the

The Land and forest are of utmost importance for the survival of the
indigenous Ik. Hon. Hillary Lokwang points to some of the medicinal
plants in the mountains. Photo by Lo e Meinert.

landscape: trees have been cut in large numbers to
fence cattle craals, resulting in severe deforestation
and soil erosion on the steep mountain slopes. Timu
Forest Reserve (established in 1948) contain some
of Uganda’s vast bio-diversity and has been
protected by NFA. In recent years the NFA has
become more effective in enforcing the reserve.

Yet it is also the home land and territory of the
indigenous Ik, who protect and use the forest for
hunting, gathering, medicinal plants and some
farming.
Kidepo National Park was established in 1958 and
meant that some of the Ik communities were
expelled from their former hunting grounds. In
recent years animal corridors have been established
around the park, which has further impacted on Ik
communities.

Access to land in Ik families is usually acquired
through an entrustment system where young
women or men ask for permission from clan
elders to use a piece of land, or they inherit the
right to use a certain piece of land from their
parents. Clans often let other clans use part of
their territory when insecurity demands so. No
land sales had ever been registered in the Ik
territory up to 2014. Ik County was established in
2016, which means they now have a MP
representative, Hon. Hillary Lokwang.

Results
Petty conflicts between family members within a village and between Ik clans over land resources are on a
very small scale and are conventionally managed by clan elders and family members though dialogue and
meetings. The larger scale conflicts related to the neighbouring groups, and the Kidepo National Park and
the Timu Forest Reserve are of more severe concern to the Ik.
Recently land sales to a foreign investor created worries and
questions. Three major findings are summarised here.
1. Conflicts with neighbouring ethnic groups: Tensions
between Dodoth herders who have settled in Ik territory
or transgress with animals are managed on a daily basis,
but incidents of quarrel and personal violence occur.
Annual cycles of trust and collaboration turning into
mistrust and violence between Ik and Turkana:
Violence, killing, raping, and plundering occur when
Turkana herders transgress Ik territory for pasture and
return to Turkana. Between 2 and 24 people have been
killed every year between 2013 and 2017. Cross-border
political meetings have been convened to discuss issues
after incidents, but the Ik population have not been well
represented at these meetings.
2. Tensions around forest and park resources: In 2012 a
biodiversity project under NFA started putting up
cement pillars around Timu Forest. This created severe
unease in the Ik population because access to the forest
is of great importance for Ik livelihood and survival. The Cement pillars put up to mark Timu Forest Reserve.
Photo by Lo e Meinert
fencing was stopped and meetings between NFA and the
local population eased concerns.
The sub-counties neighbouring Kidepo National Park have since 2015 been receiving minor
compensation from the park entry fees. However, this compensation does not measure up to the
many years of lost livelihood for the Ik communities. The local communities are interested in job
that can generate livelihoods.
3. Land sales for investors: The first official land sale occurred in 2014 when a foreign private
investor (SENOK) bough plots of land for putting up wind turbines in Ik county and other locations
in Kaabong district. In Ik County this created significant uncertainty and friction. A plot was sold
which turned out to be inside Timu Forest Reserve. The money was distributed among three
families identified as ‘original owners’. Yet other families also claimed that the land belonged to
them. The transaction was not transparent to all involved parties. There was no understanding on
the part of the sellers that they had a right to refuse the sale and they were not informed about how
the price and division of money between families, middlemen, sub-county and others were settled.

A new plot of land was bought in Lokinene in 2015 and this time the money was used for a
community purpose of repairing the road. Community members who worked on the road were paid
from the land sale money, but at this occasion the sub-county took a much larger fee, and again the
transaction was not transparent. The first wind turbine in Lokinene has been constructed, but up to
now the community has not been informed and consulted about the plans for the electricity the wind
turbines will produce. The area is far away from the main power grid. Many questions remain: Is
the power meant for local communities to use or buy? Is the electricity meant for mining? How will
this impact on the community and environment?

Conclusions

Fencing of plot bought by foreign investor for building wind turbines. Photo by Lotte Meinert.

1. The conflicts with neighbouring ethnic groups are severe and involve annual cycles of violence and
killing.
2. The tensions between NFA, UWA and the local communities represent different interests and
positions. The relationships are improving, but are of an unequal nature.
3. The land sales to investors are largely unregulated and development plans are not presented to
communities. The community developed a method of using and distributing money from land sales
for community purposes.

Implications
1. If conflicts between the neighbouring ethnic groups are left to evolve unattended, this is likely to
spiral into major violent conflicts.
2. If the relationship between NFA, UWA and local communities can improve further, this will be of
mutual benefit.
3. If land sales are not transparent and development plans not presented the Ik population easily lose
out in these transactions and unknown development plans.

Recommendations
1. Bi-annual cross-border dialogue and trust meetings between ethnic groups should be arranged and
financed in order to ease the ongoing tensions between neighbouring peoples and prevent that
ethnic disputes erupt into severe conflicts. The Ik should have strong representation and voice in
these meetings.
2. NFA and UWA collaborate more closely with local communities, recognise Ik competences in
managing the environment, and employ local community members who have vast knowledge about
their environments.
3. Land sales to investors are likely to increase and need to be regulated and monitored. Initiatives are
needed to teach communities about their rights, opportunities and procedures for land sales.
Presenting a development plan to the community should be a requirement when investors are
buying land. Local communities need education on rights and procedures in relation to investment
transactions to understand what they are selling land for, and how this will impact on the
community and environment.

